
Enjoying Sea and Sand in Varadero: A
Catamaran Seafari
Through the years while visiting Cuba's resort spot Varadero, I have participated in its, many land
and sea activities, but I had never taken a catamaran sea tour. However, today, this was to be
remedied. I was on my way to join a catamaran safari – one of Varadero's top tourist offerings.

Everything in Varadero, a town of some 8,000 inhabitants, is geared toward foreign visitors. A
spread-out town edged by 22 km (13.5 mi) of sugary- white sand, it is a special pampered tourist
resort – the major source of the country's foreign exchange. People choose Varadero as a winter
destination, because of its exceptional beaches, its health facilities and the safe conditions in Cuba
as well as for the country's rich history and culture and its social achievements. Crowning all these
attributes is its people who are very hospitable and do their best to make visitors comfortable.

The crown jewel of Cuba's 290 beaches, Varadero is a resort for all kind of sea sports such as cruises
along the coastline, fishing, kayaking, sailing, scuba diving, seafaris, snorkelling and water skiing.
After studying the sea attributes the resort had to offer, we decided to take the Catamaran Seafari.

The next morning a bus picked us up from our hotel and dropped us off at the Chapellin Marina. A
Catamaran was waiting for us and soon with others we boarded the craft. I had travelled many times
to Varadero but this was the first time that I would sail on a Catamaran. The tour this day would
take us to Cayo Blanca, one of the Cayos located in the nearby waters.

As we moved away through a wide channel, the waters were calm but it was comfortably breezy. I
looked around and found tourists everywhere atop the Catamaran: some sunbathing, and some
sitting in the shade of the large sail sipping their drinks. It was a scene of a tropical paradise with a



dreamlike character.

The bar opened as soon as we set sail, serving unlimited drinks such as beer, cocktails, rum, and soft
drinks. These drinks and what we were later served on the island as well as the lunch all were
included in the tour price. The celebration that morning began early and continued until we were
back docked at Chapellin Marina.

I was sipping on my drink when a tourist who came from Sweden turned to me saying: "In our
country we dream of sailing the tropical waters. For me it's a dream come true!" Most northern
travellers on the Catamaran could very well have identified with his sentiments that morning.

Turning around I heard a woman shout, "Look! Look! Dolphins are all around us." Soon most of
travellers on board were standing on the edge of the Catamaran enjoying the sight of these beautiful
and playful creatures of the sea. They kept us company for a while then disappeared as we sailed
further into the ocean.

Some two hours after we left Varadero, our Catamaran docked on the edge of the uninhabited island
of Cayo Blanca. From atop our craft, I looked around. Pure white sands, lapped by crystal blue warm
water stretched as far as the eye could see. The Island looked beautiful. "A colleague standing
beside me was thinking aloud. "I wonder if Robinson Crusoe's island was like this one!"

In a few minutes we were in the calm inviting and shallow beach waters. Not proficient in swimming
I waded in the shallow water, which only came up to the waist for more than a hundred yards. Of
course, many of the others swam much further into the calm sea.



Tired of the waters, I walked on the edge of the beach where there were shaded tables and chairs
and structures all ready for cooking – waiting for the daily onrush of tourists. Having built up a
stomach-pinging appetite, especially after seeing the many dishes waiting for us, I was anxious to
begin our beach feast. Barbecued beef, chicken, fish, lobster and prawns, accompanied by side
dishes such as black beans and rice, paella and much more as well as fresh fruit and a free bar, were
all waiting for us.

Sated we lazed on shaded beach chairs for an hour before climbing aboard the Catamaran for the
return journey. Our three-hour sojourn on Cayo Blanca was a time of relaxation and dining on
gourmet food – a memorable time that I would always remember. I could well agree with my
colleague when he remarked, "This beats the cold of the north."

As we disembarked, I had a romantic vision and a relaxing feeling after our Catamaran trip to Cayo
Blanca. I agreed with an English tourist who said: "The trip has brought serenity to my body and
inspiration to my thoughts."
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